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Please remember to contact Beacon Financial Advisors, Ltd. if there are any changes in your financial situation or investment objectives, or if you wish to impose, add, or modify any 
reasonable restrictions to our investment management services.   A free copy of our FIRM BROCHURE (Form ADV, Part 2) is always available upon request. 

An important note:  Where reference is made in VIEW to Beacon’s relative performance, or individual mutual fund performance, it applies to fully invested portfolios for the period.  
Actual results vary among clients, as risk tolerance levels and the timing of asset purchases & sales are unique to each of our clients.  Each client’s unique results are revealed in the 
performance reports inside their Investment Review.  Clients are urged to compare the custodians (Schwab Institutional et al) account statements with Beacons reports. 
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Financial Advisors Ltd. 
Beacon is an 
independent fee-only 
advisor with a clear 
mission statement: To 
provide our clients 
long-term value-
added financial 
counsel and 
investment 
performance with 
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MARCEL HEBERT has 
a B.S. in Finance, an 
M.B.A., and is a 
Certified Financial 
Planner (CFP) licensee 
and a Chartered 
Financial Analyst (CFA) 
charterholder. 
 
JOSH HEBERT has a 
B.S. in Accounting, an 
M.B.A., and is a 
Certified Internal 
Auditor (CIA) and a 
Certified Financial 
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“Well, it may be all right in practice, but it will never work in theory.” 
      -  Warren Buffet on how that academic community regards his investment approach 

“In theory, there is no difference between theory and practice. But, in practice, there is.” 
          -  Jan L.A. van de Snepscheut (or Yogi Berra) 

O ur reading requirements remind us of college freshman English coursework; it’s pretty extensive.  On occasion an article or 
paper stands out and we’ll set it aside for later review (aka BEACON’S “pile”).  Recently a couple or three articles made 

their way to the top of the “pile” and our thoughts.  One was a an article by Morgan Housel 
(Motley Fool) about an obscure 1976 white paper by Professor Hyman Minsky of 
Washington University entitled “A Theory of Systemic Fragility.”  Housel’s title “Why Bear 
Market’s Are Inevitable” appeared February 13 in THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (“WSJ”) 
followed by a March 9 WSJ article with the catchy title “How To Survive A Bear Market” (we 
noticed it read ‘survive’ not ‘time-and-avoid’—oh, well).  Next up to the top of the “pile” 
came “Route To An $8 Million Portfolio”* (WSJ March 19) about Ronald Read, a 92-year old 

Vermont man who, before his June 2014 passing, worked as gas station attendant and janitor. 
 
Aside from the provocative titles, the observations in these articles resonated with BEACON because they align 
with our beliefs about successful investing—bear markets are fated, one can survive them, and (earned) wealth is 
attained by saving and investing.  With proper credit to the writers we’ll inject the major themes of these articles 
into this issue of VIEW.  The principles that emanate from the articles form a type of investment mosaic and offer 
some enduring lessons to learn (or re-learn as the case may be).   These lessons will remind of points BEACON has 
often written about.  We hope you will find them beneficial.  Just turn the pages and keep reading. 

*We recalled the foolproof wealth-building method...HOW DOES ONE ATTAIN $10 MILLION?  BY INHERITING $20 MILLION! 

Those Pesky, Non-Theoretical Bear Markets 
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“It has been more than seven years since the last bear market began.  When will the next rout come?  I don’t know.  I don’t think anyone does.  
But make no mistake: A new bear market—that is, a 20% or greater market drop—will occur.  Stock markets always will—indeed, must—crash 

from time to time.  To see why, consider the work of the late economist Hyman Minsky.” 
— Why Bear Market’s Are Inevitable, Morgan Housel, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 2/13/15 

“Why Bear Market’s Are Inevitable”  opens with the Housel’s rigid assertion that the next bear market (20%+ stock market decline) will occur but 
the timing is not knowable.  The “why” behind the “what”, Housel writes, can be gleaned in Professor Minsky’s 29-page paper prepared for a 
conference on financial crises at New York University.  BEACON summarizes Minsky’s “theory” by borrowing from his original paper: 

 The US economy was a “robust structure” from WWII until major financial crises in the 1966-1976 period led to “fragile structure”; 
conventional economic theories (to that time) held that modern economies were fundamentally stable and business cycles / crises 
(economic expansions/recessions/recoveries) were caused by outside “shocks” and/or geopolitical events.  Minsky believed otherwise.  
His “points by assertion” included “...financial crises...[are]...the result of the normal functioning of our economy.” 

 The US economy (structure) would follow a continuum between “robust” and “fragile” as a normal course!   
 Question: Why?: 
 Answer: Profit-Seeking activity in our economy!  “As a result of normal market behavior...the periodic triggering of a financial 

crisis is well-nigh certain.”  (Minsky page 2). 
 To Illustrate:  

 Robust:  A robust economy leads to optimism for businesses and consumers who collectively grow increasingly 
comfortable with excessive risk (e.g. taking on debt for investing and consumption); “Success breeds a disregard for the 
possibility of failure”  (Minsky page 15).   

 Fragile:  Optimistic bankers lend to hapless borrower’s who’ve no chance to repay, sowing seeds of the next crisis. 
Housel summarizes:  The core of Minsky’s work is that a period without crises plants the seed of the next crisis.  Stability itself can be destabilizing.  
He then offers that Minsky’s “theory” can help explain why stocks boom and bust so frequently.  He cites an “‘imagine world’ where 
stocks...increased 1% a month...like a Swiss watch”.   Rational investors would buy stocks and eschew bonds or cash.  Stock prices would soar until 
the P/E was astronomical and dividend yields were at or near 0%.  These same rational investors would exit stocks.  BEACON’S version is what 
would happen if trees grew to the sky?  They’d get top-heavy, uproot themselves and crash!  In like fashion, Housel writes “the ‘real world’ is 
plagued by misbehavior, bad luck, emotion, recessions, deception, inaccurate forecasts, change, turmoil and mistakes.”  Whew!  Minsky’s “theory” 
reminds of “behavioral finance*”—the study of why individuals make irrational financial decisions (merger of economics, finance, and psychology).   
 
If all this “theory” is too theoretical and you’d like more “practical” insight, read Economist Navin R. Johnson on the next page. 

Bear Markets Are Fated Because…Well, Trees Really Don’t Grow To The Sky. 
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Bear Markets Are Fated Because...We All Engage In ‘Profit-Seeking Activity’ but... 
In the 1979 flick The Jerk Navin R. Johnson was “a befuddled homeless simpleton” (Wikipedia).  
While BEACON appreciates Professor Minsky’s lengthy explanation about “profit-seeking activity”, 
we think the eminent economist Navin R. Johnson is more succinct—”It’s a profit deal.”: 

Navin: Frosty, I’m no good at this. 

Frosty:  Aw come on Navin, you’re doing fine. 

Navin: I’ve already given away eight pencils, two hula dolls and an ashtray, and I’ve only taken in 15 dollars. 

Frosty: Navin, you have taken in 15 dollars and given away 50 cents worth of crap, which gives us a net profit 

of 14 dollars and 50 cents. 

Navin:  Ah!  It’s a profit deal!  Takes the pressure off. 

...‘Profit-Seeking Activity’ leads to irrational investor behavior 
 

Navin R. Johnson Stock Picking & Timing Technique 
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Bear Markets Can Be Survived Beneficial... 

Trying to “predict the market” may be a big mistake, but it’s one that investors seem inexorably doomed to repeat.  In the aforementioned article 
Browning quotes Boston research firm Dalbar, Inc:  The past 30 years the S&P 500 Index has an annual total return of 11.1%, while the average 
investor in stock mutual funds made 3.8% per annum during the same period.  Why?  They buy and sell funds at all the wrong times.   
 
BEACON has written often that good investments are (most) often made when they don’t appear as good investments.  That is, the price paid is 
a huge determinant of returns.  When individual stocks, or whole markets, decline in value the prices are lower.  But many investors approach the 
stock market wholly opposite other markets like goods and services.  When the mall announces sales, or car makers announce rebates, buyers are 
attracted.  Yet, when the stock market has a sale many investors flee only to return after prices have substantially recovered (see Navin R. 
Johnson’s stock model previous page).  Buy low, sell high—simple in “theory”, tough in “practice”—unless you’re  Ronald Read of Brattleboro, VT. 

“With the six-year old bull market in stocks…, people are starting to wonder how they should prepare for a possible bear market.  The answer: 
Not the way you think.  The biggest mistake...investors make...is trying to predict the market.”          — E. S. Browning, How to Survive a Bear Market, WSJ 3/9/15 
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Bear Markets Did Not Deter Ronald Read...Nor Should They Dissuade Our Clients 

We conclude with the third article on top BEACON’S reader pile about the remarkable Ronald Read.  Frugal?  Yes.  Patient?  Yes.  Private and 
discrete?  Yes, we know this because his friends were shocked to learn about the size of his wealth.  Savvy?  He did not have a computer.  Rather 
he read The Wall Street Journal and Barron’s and visited the local library.  The article makes no mention of a formal education and highlights a few 
losses like Lehman Brothers Holdings (failed in 2008).    So, Mr. Read was savvy but he wasn’t perfect.   
 
But perfection isn’t necessary in investing—in fact, it isn’t possible.  In a next-day follow-up piece in The Wall Street Journal, some of Mr. Read’s 
administrative techniques were critiqued.  For example, “experts” opined that “holding physical stock certificates just isn’t practical and can create 

difficulties for heirs...in many cases, just locating the paper certificates and all the 
holdings can be a nightmare.” 
 
We agree with the “experts”.   Some of his managerial methods were a bit outdated 
and complicated the work of his estate.  The article noted Mr. Read was long-widowed 
with two step-children, and left most of his wealth to a local library and hospital.  We 
suspect Mr. Read’s beneficiaries were more impressed with his portfolio than 
disappointed with his paperwork. 
 
So, why focus on bear market’s in this issue of VIEW?  Is BEACON predicting a bear 
market?  In reality, there are always “rolling” bear markets for individual companies or 
industries.  Just look at the energy and services industry the past year as many 
company’s stock prices have been cut in half or more.   Our aim is to remind you that 
well-researched investing among weakly-correlated assets including stocks and bonds 
across the globe, with periodic rebalancing, is still about the only free-lunch in 
financial markets.  Matching that time-tested strategy with your goal-based plan and 
risk tolerance remains BEACON’S raison d'être. 

“Ronald Read spent years pumping gas, but he was even more adept at pumping up his portfolio...he at times used safety pins to hold his coat 
together...his friends were shocked when they learned his estate was valued at almost $8 million...Mr. Read owned at least 95 stocks...many of 
which he had held for years, if not decades...Mr. Read left behind a five-inch-thick stack of stock certificates in a safe-deposit box.”  
                                              — Anna Prior, Route to an $8 Million Portfolio Started With Frugal Living, WSJ 3/19/15 


